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5 Abstract: Human axillary odours taken by an electronic nose (e-nose) device that uses 

6 a Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) sensor not only contains a gas signal from the pure source 

7 of the axillary odour but also has the potential to contain other substances such as perfume and 

8 deodorant. This situation requires noise reduction so that dirty data can be cleaned and produce 

9 better predictions without wasting a lot of data. The approach taken in this study is to detect 

10 data clusters and data centroids from each reference data. Dimensional reduction using Linear 

11 Discriminant Analysis (LDA) on the reference data is carried out, then look for the centroid of 

12 each data using K-Means Clustering and use it to be a good signal estimate and process using 

13 Kalman Filtering so that it can be used to process axillary odour data containing deodorant. 

14 The proposed method was tested by a stacked Deep Neural Network (DNN) approach and can 

15 increase accuracy by 18.95% and balanced accuracy by 11.87% compared to original invalid 

16 data before filtering. The proposed method is also tested by other classification methods and 

17 able to produce the highest accuracy with 79.29% in Support Vector Classifier (SVC) and 

18 Multi-Layer Perception (MLP), while other filtering methods only get the highest accuracy 

19 with 69.03% also in SVC and MLP. We also analysed the execution time of each tested 

20 methods.

21

22 Keywords: Electronic Nose, K-Means Clustering, Kalman Filtering, Noise Reduction, Signal 

23 Processing.

24

25 1 Introduction

26 In the human axilla, micro-organisms produce Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 

27 mixed with sweat. VOCs are classified according to their molecular structure or functional 

28 groups including aliphatic hydrocarbons (among them chlorinated - halocarbons), aromatic 

29 hydrocarbons, alcohols, ethers, esters, and aldehydes [1]. Studies related to electronic nose (e-
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30 nose) for the detection of VOCs in human body are still an interesting topic of discussion and 

31 are widely discussed by researchers. Accurate odour measurement is essential for many 

32 applications such as developing odour distribution models and estimating odour source 

33 locations based on odour data [2]. However, human axillary odours are still very susceptible to 

34 other scents that can interfere with the detection process, including the use of deodorants, 

35 alcohol, and so on. The output signal from the Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) gas sensor 

36 not only contains a gas signal from the source of the odour but also contains noise data called 

37 noise. Noise causes inaccuracies in analysing data and estimating odour strength. The process 

38 of collecting axillary odour data must go through a noise cleaning process to remove odours 

39 other than odour before the detection process is carried out. 

40 In a previous study, an e-nose consisting of multiple sensors and an intelligent analysis 

41 system was developed but the noise reduction of gas sensors was not well investigated [3], [4]. 

42 E-nose is also proposed for the detection of lung cancer using Principal Component Analysis 

43 (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) methods [5]. Human body odour is used 

44 to track the improvement in the health status of athletes [6] but this study has not applied any 

45 signal filtering to process the odour signal data generated by the axilla. E-nose is also used for 

46 diabetes detection through VOCs produced by human breath [7]. This study used Discrete 

47 Wavelet Transform (DWT) as the pre-processing signal, but there is no comprehensive noise 

48 reduction study yet.

49 Detection of infectious respiratory diseases is proposed using e-nose by applying feature 

50 extraction and stacked DNN methods [8]. The accuracy results obtained are good, but here we 

51 use data that has been selected manually to remove outlier data so that the processed data is 

52 data that is clean from noise. Outlier detection in human axillary odour data is proposed by 

53 using an adaptive filter mechanism [9]. The method proposed here succeeds in separating valid 

54 data and invalid data, but has not been able to remove the noise contained in each invalid data. 

55 Invalid data that is detected will then be discarded and not used. In fact, the data is very large 

56 and has the potential for noise reduction processes to be carried out.

57 Framework for noise filtering using a fine-tuned Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

58 was proposed [10]. This study can reduce the noise generated by the e-nose by reducing the 

59 anomaly of the instantaneous signal increase and producing a fairly good accuracy. A 

60 combination of DWT and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is proposed to reduce noise in 

61 meat data [11]. The proposed method obtains a higher accuracy than the conventional 

62 classification method by smoothing the e-nose signal and eliminating irregular signals. 
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63 However, the [10] and [11] were only optimal for data with noise generated by the data itself, 

64 not caused by a mixture of other substances.

65 Kalman Filtering, although it is a method that has been around for quite some time, is 

66 still widely discussed by researchers with some modifications. Kalman Filtering is used to 

67 perform noise filtering on electrical terminals by combining it with a Neural Network which 

68 can smooth the signal quite well but has not been tested on signals with too much noise and 

69 takes longer than other methods [12]. A Kalman Filter approach called Gaussian-Student's t 

70 mixture (GSTM) was also proposed which is claimed to be able to eliminate deep noise [13]. 

71 Kalman Filter is also combined with a probabilistic method for position tracking and finding 

72 existing anomalies, but this method is not optimal when applied to signal data and is not applied 

73 as noise reduction [14]. Kalman Filter has also been modified called Extended Kalman 

74 Filtering (EKF) for positioning using radar and lidar [15]. Kalman Filter is also integrated with 

75 the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to improve distance calculation [16]. An Adaptive Image 

76 Retrieval using Kalman Filter is also proposed for object image discovery by applying Red 

77 Green Blue (RGB) and gray level color analysis [17]. Kalman Filtering is also used to predict 

78 the spread of Covid-19 by applying ensemble learning and regression techniques to determine 

79 the distribution in the future [18]. 

80 Based on several previous studies, no one has discussed the removal of noise from the e-

81 nose signal from data on human axillary odour contaminated with deodorants and perfumes. 

82 We propose this research to contribute to the development of e-nose implementation so that it 

83 can be a material for discussion and add references for further research. The approach taken in 

84 this study is to use Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) as a method for reducing dimensions, 

85 K-Means Clustering to detect clusters and centroids from each reference data which is 

86 deodorant-free axillary odour data and becomes the fundamental truth of clean signal data that 

87 is free of deodorant. Then the reference data is used in the Kalman Filtering process in order 

88 to obtain a signal that is close to the correct signal even though the data is actually data 

89 contaminated with deodorant. The purpose of this study was to determine the pure value of the 

90 tested axillary odour and to reduce odours other than the axillary odour so that the processed 

91 data is pure odour data and produces a higher level of accuracy.

92
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93 2 Methodology

94 This section briefly explains the principle of the Electronic Nose (e-nose) system. Then, 

95 our proposed distance based Kalman filtering method details are also discussed.

96 2.1 Proposed Method

97

98 Figure 1 Proposed Method Mechanism

99 Figure 1 shows the approach used in this study is to detect clusters and centroids from 

100 each reference data which is deodorant-free axillary odour data to become the basis for 

101 deodorant-free clean signal data. Then the reference data is used to become the Original 

102 Estimate and the deodorant axillary odour data to become the Observation Estimate in the 

103 Kalman Filtering process so that a signal that is close to the correct signal is obtained even 

104 though the data is actually data contaminated with deodorant.

105 Human axillary odour data that is still clean or free from the use of deodorant is carried 

106 out by checking the broken signal using the threshold delta test method from any existing raw 

107 sensor data. Then the clustering process is carried out using K-Means Clustering. Then from 

108 the cluster, the centroid of each data line is determined in order to obtain the axillary centroid 

109 that is free from noise as a normal axillary signal image. Furthermore, the centroid of normal 

110 axillary odour data is entered as the Original Estimate parameter in the Kalman Filtering 
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111 process to calculate the actual sensor value discovery process in the axillary odour data 

112 containing deodorant.

113 Axillary odour data with deodorant is carried out by checking the sensor for broken signal 

114 as before. When the e-nose signal data is correct, then a feature extraction process is carried 

115 out for processing using Kalman Filtering. The data from Kalman filtering is entered into the 

116 classification process with the previous classification model in order to increase accuracy.

117 2.2 Electronic Nose (e-nose)

118 In this study, data was collected by taking samples of human axillary odour using an 

119 electronic nose (e-nose) which is an odour sensing device with gas sensors embedded in it. Gas 

120 sensors are electronic devices that detect various types of gases in the air and identify signals 

121 according to the required specifications [19]. This study uses Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

122 (MOS) sensor array in the e-nose system. The MOS Sensor consists of a sensing membrane 

123 and a transducer. Figure 2 (a) is a proposed e-nose design used in this study. The Odour from 

124 the human axilla is taken by using a hose to enter the e-nose system, in which there is a sensor 

125 that is controlled using a micro-computer. Then Figure 2 (b) is the resulting data stored in a 

126 computer for further analysis and classification processes using deep learning.

127

128 Figure 2 E-nose System (a) E-nose Data Collection, (b) Signal Result of e-nose

129 The resulting data is then saved into a Comma Separated Value (CSV) file for each 

130 subject. In the CSV file, the data is divided into 3 parts, namely P1, P2, and P3. P1 is a condition 

131 where the e-nose is identifying the surrounding air and has not taken data from human axillary 

132 sweat. P2 is data taken from odour and is the core data of the analysis and classification process 

133 in this study. P3 is the process of taking free air back by e-nose which aims to clean the sensor 

134 so that the next subject data collection process is not disturbed by the previous data.
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135 E-nose records 8 seconds of P1 at the beginning of the data stored in the CSV file, then 

136 e-nose takes 78 seconds of P2, and then continues with 39 seconds of P3. However, what is 

137 used for the classification process is the 11th row from P2 to the end of P2, this is because at 

138 the beginning of the P2 data collection process, the sensor needs time intervals to get full 

139 axillary odour data from the previous one that took free air data. The movement of the sensor-

140 generated by the e-nose from the human axilla is shown in Figure 2 (b).

141 2.3 Broken Signal Check Mechanism

142

143 Figure 3 Broken Signal Check Mechanism (FilterMAV)

144 In addition to the use of deodorant which causes noise, retrieval of signals obtained from 

145 the human axilla taken using an e-nose is very susceptible to data collection errors. So, before 

146 doing the calculation process or signal analysis, it is necessary to go through a mechanism to 

147 check whether the signal is good or broken signal. Good means that the signals generated move 

148 according to the specifications of each sensor used, while broken signals mean that they do not 

149 match the specifications of the sensor. The fault signal checking mechanism is carried out by 

150 applying the mechanism in Figure 3.

151 The original signal data generated is taken from the P2 section, and then checked whether 

152 the beginning of P2 is lower than the end of P2. If the start of P2 is lower, then the signal is 

153 continued to the next check. Suppose the initial P2 is higher, then the signal is declared broken 

154 signal because the signal is indicated to have decreased not according to specifications. The 

155 mechanism for checking the next broken signal is to calculate the moving average value which 

156 can be done with the Equation ( 1 ), where ( ) is the value of the moving average,  is the 𝑎 𝑚

157 number of data calculated in ( ), and  is the number of all data. Then the data with the lower 𝑎 𝑛
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158 initial P2 signal is calculated as delta (  in each sensor. The delta search process is carried out ∆)

159 by applying Equation ( 2 ).

𝑎 =
1
𝑚

𝑛 ‒ 1

∑
𝑖 = 0

𝑥𝑚 ‒ 𝑖 ( 1 )

∆𝑖 =  𝑎𝑛 ‒ 1 ‒ 𝑎𝑛 ( 2 )

160 The data from P2 which has become ( ) is then taken from the 30th row to the end of P2. 𝑎

161 It is taken from line 30 because the beginning of P2 is a transition period from P1, so the 

162 situation is still not stable and causes the value of delta (  to be too high and not in accordance ∆)

163 with the sensor value which is already stable. The data is then checked whether it complies 

164 with the specified threshold. The determined threshold is the best result from various 

165 mechanisms and trials so as to find the maximum and minimum values for the appropriate 

166 sensor not too narrow so that a lot of data is wasted or too wide, which causes broken data to 

167 still enter. The threshold for each sensor s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5 sequentially determined is as 

168 follows:

169 -  = 9𝑚

170 - ∆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = {6, 6, 6, 6, 9}

171 - ∆𝑚𝑖𝑛 = { ‒ 5, ‒ 5, ‒ 5, ‒ 5, ‒ 6}

172

173 Figure 4 Difference of Signal: (a) Good Signal, (b) Broken Signal

174 From the results of the broken signal check mechanism, obtained signals that match the 

175 movement of the value of each sensor as good data, and those that do not fit are categorised as 

176 broken data. Figure 4 (a) shows an example of each good signal data and Figure 4 (b) broken 

177 signal data. Good data is continued to the next process, and broken data is not used because it 

178 interferes with the machine learning process carried out. The broken data is not data that 
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179 contains noise, but the broken data due to data collection errors or sensor errors and e-nose 

180 devices so that the data cannot be used.

181 2.4 Centroid Calculation Mechanism

182

183 Figure 5 Centroid Calculation Mechanism

184 The centroid is sought which will be the measuring point for invalid data to be processed. 

185 To find the centroid of the 7 data classes is done using the mechanism in Figure 5. Each P2 

186 sensor data is cut 15 beginning and 15 end to avoid transient data, namely data when moving 

187 from P1 to P2, and P2 to P3. Then the feature extraction process is carried out according to the 

188 previous reference data, using 3 statistical parameters, namely the Mean, Standard Deviation 

189 (Std), and Maximum value (Max). Then the data standardization process is carried out using 

190 the Standard Scaler. Then dimensional reduction was carried out using the same LDA as the 

191 data. Then, the clustering process is carried out to find the centroid of each class. The centroid 

192 calculation is also shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 : Centroid Calculation

Input: Reference Data
Output: Centroid of reference data for each class, LDA_fit, KMeans_fit

RawDataReference  load(referencedata.csv, “P2”)[15:-15]
Sensor_columns  ["S1","S2","S3",”S4","S5"]

For sampling_id in RawDataReference.sampling_id do

Data_sampling  RawDataReference[“sampling_id”] == sampling_id

For sensor in Sensor_columns do

Feature1  mean(Data_sampling[“sensor”] == sensor)

Feature2  standarDeviation(Data_sampling[“sensor”] == 
sensor)

Feature3  maxValue(Data_sampling[“sensor”] == sensor)

Feature_sensor  append(Feature1, Feature2, Feature3)

end for

Feature_sampling  append(Feature_sensor)
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end for

Feature_reference_data  Feature_sampling

Standardized_fitur  standarScaler(Feature_reference_data)

LDA_fit  LDA.fit(Standardized_fitur, n_components = 2)

Reduced_fitur  LDA_fit.transform(Standardized_fitur)

KMeans_clusters  KMeans.fit_predict(Reduced_fitur, n_cluster = 7)

Centroid_reference_data  KMeans_clusters. cluster_centers_

Return Centroid_reference_data, LDA_fit, KMeans_fit

193

194 2.5 Distance Between Invalid Data to Centroid of Reference Data

195

196 Figure 6 Distance Calculation Mechanism

197 After determining the invalid data to be used and cleaned or looking for valid values, the 

198 next step is to calculate the distance between the points of each invalid data and the centroid of 

199 each reference data class. The steps proposed in finding the distance between the invalid data 

200 point and the reference data centroid are shown in Figure 6.

201 After each reference data cluster is known, then the distance between the invalid data 

202 centroid points (contaminated with perfume and deodorant) to the normal data centroid (clean 

203 axilla) is calculated using the Euclidean Distance method which runs according to the 

204 Pythagorean theorem, where the distance of two data points is calculated by directly based on 

205 one straight line from data point 1 to other data. Euclidean Distance can be calculated by the 

206 Equation ( 3 ) and the distance mechanism is shown in Algorithm 2.

207
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𝑑(𝑝, 𝑞)  =  
𝑛

∑
𝑖 = 1

(𝑝𝑖 ‒ 𝑞𝑖)2
( 3 )

Algorithm 2 : Determining The Distance of Invalid Data to Reference Data Centroid

Input : Data Raw data invalid, Centroid_reference_data, LDA_fit, 
KMeans_fit
Output : Cluster Data Invalid, Distance of invalid data to reference data 
centroids.

CentroidDataReference  load(Centroid_reference_data)
Sensor_columns  ["S1","S2","S3",”S4","S5"]
Data_invalid  load(datainvalid.csv, “P2”)[15:-15]

For sampling_id in Data_invalid.sampling_id do

Data_sampling  Data_invalid[“sampling_id”] == sampling_id

For sensor in Sensor_columns do

Feature1  mean(Data_sampling[“sensor”] == sensor)

Feature2  standarDeviation(Data_sampling[“sensor”] == 
sensor)

Feature3  maxValue(Data_sampling[“sensor”] == sensor)

Feature_sensor  append(Feature1, Feature2, Feature3)

end for

Feature_sampling  append(Feature_sensor)

end for

Feature_reference_data  Feature_sampling

Standardized_fitur  standarScaler(Feature_reference_data)

Reduced_fitur  LDA_fit.transform(Standardized_fitur)

KMeans_invalid_clusters  KMeans_fit.predict(Reduced_fitur)

Centroid_data_invalid  KMeans_clusters.cluster_centers_

For cluster in Centroid_data_invalid do
Distance_centroid[“cluster”] = 
euclideanDistance(Centroid_data_invalid[“cluster”], 
Centroid_reference_data)

end for

Return Invalid_clusters, Distance_centroid_invalid_to_reference_data

208

209 2.6 Distance Based Kalman Filtering

210 Finding the true value of the data containing noise is very necessary. This filtering 

211 process is one of the most widely used engineering tools [20]. Many modified filtering schemes 

212 have been developed to address the problem in various applications [21]. Each time the state 

213 of a system has to be estimated from noisy sensor information and some type of state estimator 
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214 is used to combine data from different sensors to produce an accurate estimate of the actual 

215 state of the system. In order to be able to produce signal data that is close to the actual value, it 

216 is necessary to analyse the axillary odour data that is clean and completely free from deodorant 

217 for the clustering process using K-Means Clustering and look for the centroid value of each 

218 data as the basis for the actual axillary odour value.

219

220 Figure 7 Distance Based Kalman Filtering

221 Figure 7 describes the algorithm of Kalman Filtering. There are three core processes that 

222 are carried out to find the estimated true value of a data, namely: (1) calculating Kalman Gain 

223 ( ), (2) calculating the current value estimate ( ), and (3) calculating a new error estimate 𝐾𝐺 𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑡

224 ( ). Each of which can be calculated by Equation ( 4 ), Equation ( 5 ), and Equation ( 6 ) 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑡

225 respectively. Kalman Gain reflects the relationship between measurement and estimation [21]. 

226 These measurements indicate which one is more reliable and should be "accepted" by the final 

227 estimate. The solution from Kalman Filtering is recursive where each updated state estimate is 

228 calculated from the previous estimate and the new input data, so only the previous estimate is 

229 saved for the next iteration process [22].

𝐾𝐺 =  
𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑎
( 4 )

𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑡 = 𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑡 ‒ 1 + 𝐾𝐺(𝑀𝐸𝐴 ‒ 𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑡 ‒ 1) ( 5 )

𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑡 = (1 ‒ 𝐾𝐺)(𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑡 ‒ 1) ( 6 )

230
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231 The axillary odour data containing deodorant is determined to be a measured value, 

232 which is then calculated as the actual axillary odour value according to the calculations 

233 mentioned above. Clean axillary odour that is free from deodorant and axillary odour 

234 contaminated with deodorant will then be carried out a process of finding the centroid which 

235 is the beginning of the error estimate value. This error estimate value is one of the initial 

236 determinants of the estimated data error in the axillary odour containing deodorant. The 

237 Kalman Filtering algorithm runs recursively to solve the problem of estimating the known state 

238 of the system based on certain mathematical models and noise measurement observations. 

239 The data that has been filtered and is close to the original value from the pure axillary 

240 odour is then used for the detection of infectious respiratory diseases in order to increase 

241 accuracy and avoid detection errors. Prediction errors can be in the form of data that is actually 

242 negative but detected positive (false positive) or actually positive but detected negative (false 

243 negative).

244 3 Results and Discussion

245 3.1 Data Acquisition

246 The electronic nose (e-nose) data collection process in this study used subjects from 

247 various locations and conditions in the field and used several tools with the same sensor and 

248 anatomical system. Various kinds of situations and conditions of people and the environment 

249 in the field cause the data obtained to vary greatly even though they have used tools that have 

250 been determined with the same specifications and quality.

251 3.1.1 Reference Data

252 Reference data is data obtained under close supervision taken from predetermined 

253 subjects with various kinds of mechanisms. The first mechanism is normal axillary data taken 

254 from several people by ensuring that the human axillary odours are free from disturbing odours, 

255 including perfume odours, deodorant odours, or other odours that can interfere with the original 

256 smell of the axilla. This data is useful as a reference for normal, uncontaminated axillary data. 

257 Normal axillary data obtained amounted to 12 data.

258 The next data is data taken from the same subject, but deliberately mixed with perfume 

259 or deodorant with a predetermined concentration and time lag. So, the axilla odours are sprayed 

260 with a certain perfume or deodorant, then wait for a duration of 30 minutes and 60 minutes first 

261 and then the axillary odour data is taken using an e-nose. Subjects were asked to clean the body 
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262 and clothes first before being taken with a different concentration of odour, or it could be done 

263 on a different day provided that it met the predetermined criteria. These materials are then 

264 sprayed or applied (depending on how they are used) to the axilla area and then given a 30-

265 minute and 60-minute pause before data collection is performed. The details of the reference 

266 data obtained are as written in Table 1 with a total of 30 data.

267 Table 1 Details of The Reference Data Obtained

Time IntervalPerfume or 
Deodorant 30 Minutes 60 Minutes

Total Data

DeoA 4 4 8

DeoB 6 6 12

Perfume 4 6 10

Total 14 16 30

268
269 Table 2 Distance of Each Centroid To The Normal Axillary Data Centroid

X Y Cluster Distance to 
Normal Centroid

-2.4053 -3.1856 Normal 0.0000
1.1395 -1.0414 DeoA60m 4.1428

-4.3995 3.5564 DeoB30m 7.0307
-4.7269 -0.3669 DeoB60m 3.6517
6.1454 -8.0312 DeoA30m 9.8282
8.6686 3.6721 Perfume30m 13.0254
3.9661 4.5348 Perfume60m 10.0100

270

271 Data from the e-nose, which totals 5 MOS olfactory sensors. Then cut 15 initial data and 

272 15 final data from each existing data sampling to avoid data change (transient) from P1 to P2. 

273 Then the feature extraction process is carried out using 3 statistical parameters, namely the 

274 mean, standard deviation, and Maximum value. Then the data normalisation process is carried 

275 out using the Standard Scaler. Because the data already has its own class, then dimensional 

276 reduction is used to find the best reduction value. Then, the clustering process is carried out to 

277 find the centroid of each class. The value of 7 cluster centroids and the distance of each centroid 

278 to the normal axillary data centroid generated are shown in Table 2.

279 3.1.2 Invalid Data

280 The data used in this study amounted to 5171 patient data, which consisted of 3030 valid 

281 data and 2141 invalid data. The valid and invalid labelling process was carried out manually 
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282 by 5 people using the majority voting method based on the results of observations. However, 

283 in this study, the invalid data used is the invalid result of the outlier detection model that has 

284 been determined. The model is the result of a gradual experiment that has been carried out 

285 using a variety of test scenarios.

286 Invalid data is indicated as invalid because it is detected as an anomaly from the existing 

287 dataset due to other odours such as using deodorant or perfume, then the sampling room 

288 contains other odours such as cigarette smoke, hand sanitiser and the sampling process is not 

289 in accordance with the procedure. 

290 The outlier detection process uses a model that has been built using an adaptive filter 

291 method using Deep Neural Network (DNN) and self-feature extraction to overcome invalid 

292 data (outliers) which has a fairly good performance with a Balanced Accuracy of 90.4% 

293 (Purbawa et al., 2022). From the mechanism for determining outliers, it was found that from 

294 5171 data, there were 1404 data that were detected outliers and were not included in the process 

295 of detecting infectious respiratory diseases. These data are automatically discarded because 

296 they are considered as outliers which will disturb the classification process. From this 

297 mechanism, outlier data of various types are still obtained, ranging from signals that go up and 

298 down drastically, signals that are very uneven, or signals that are reversed due to the user 

299 mistakenly entering the input and output intervals on the e-nose.

300 Because the research focuses on reducing noise caused by deodorants and perfumes, the 

301 results of the outlier detection need to be filtered again to remove irrelevant data. Then filtering 

302 is carried out using FilterMAV by utilising the smoothed movement of the sensor value, then 

303 a threshold is determined that can select irrelevant signals or the signal is already broken. From 

304 the previous data, which amounted to 1404 invalid data, after the filtering process with 

305 FilterMAV or a faulty signal check mechanism was carried out, then a selection process was 

306 carried out on data that had no class. Figure 8 (a) shows the data before FilterMAV and Figure 

307 8 (b) after FilterMAV that 507 invalid data were obtained which will be processed.
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308

309 Figure 8 Data Visualization (a) Before FilterMAV, (b) After FilterMAV

310

311 3.2 Distance Between Invalid Data to Centroid of Reference Data

312 Table 3 Number of Invalid Data Per Class

Index Cluster Cluster Invalid Total

1 DeoB30m 46

2 DeoB60m 121

3 Perfume30m 127

4 Perfume60m 62

5 Normal 37

6 DeoA30m 90

7 DeoA60m 24

Total 507

313

314 In Table 3 we can see that the specified 507 invalid data can be divided into each cluster 

315 with different amounts. However, there were 86 invalid data that were still detected as normal 

316 data, which could be due to an insignificant increase in signal data and the distance between 

317 these data and the normal cluster centroid was not too far. Later, cases like this can be overcome 

318 by comparing the data centroid with the reference data centroid so that changes and adjustments 

319 to the new data do not stray too far and can be better. The visualisation results of invalid data 

320 are shown in Figure 9.
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321

322 Figure 9 Invalid Data Visualisation in 7 Clusters

323 3.3 Distance Based Kalman Filtering Approach

324 As previously explained, the Kalman Filtering process carried out in this study utilises 

325 the original data from the invalid e-nose signal, the original data from the reference e-nose 

326 signal, the distance between the invalid data centroid points to the normal axillary data centroid, 

327 and the distance between the data cluster centroids. invalid to the normal axillary data cluster 

328 centroid. The proposed distance calculation in the calculation between centroids is to use 

329 Euclidean Distance.

330 Kalman Filtering works by utilising a set of measurement data which is then carried out 

331 an iterative process to get a smaller error value. Original data from normal axilla is used as 

332 additional reference data to carry out the iteration process and error values so that invalid data 

333 can be closer to the reference data or normal data so that it can reduce disturbing noise. Normal 

334 axillary data used as reference data amounted to 12 data. From the normal data, information is 

335 taken for each index and its sensors to serve as parameters in the Kalman Filtering process. 

336 The data is used as the value of the iteration process carried out in the Kalman Filtering process.

337 The process runs iteratively until a predetermined amount, which in this study proposes 

338 to use clean axillary data, as a parameter of how many times the iteration process is carried out. 

339 From the initial measurement using invalid axillary data, then iterating using normal axillary 

340 measurement data to find the last Estimate Value with the smallest possible Error Estimate 
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341 value. Each sampling_id produces 124 indexes, 5 sensor data and 12 normal axillary reference 

342 data, so the total number of calculations reaches 11,904 iterations. The last Estimate Value is 

343 then used for signal data that has been noise removal process using Kalman Filtering. An 

344 illustration of the calculation results of the proposed Kalman Filtering is shown in Figure 10.

345

346 Figure 10 Calculation Results of The Proposed Kalman Filtering

347 Examples of comparison of the original invalid axillary signal data and the results of the 

348 filter process using the proposed method are shown in Figure 11 respectively. In  Figure 11 (a) 

349 the graph looks very smooth and has a very significant increase when it enters P2 (axillary 

350 smell). Based on the experimental results and the determined majority voting results, these data 

351 are indeed characteristics of data contaminated with perfume or deodorant. Meanwhile, Figure 

352 11 (b) is the estimation result of the proposed filter, which looks gentler but can reduce the 

353 intensity of other odours.

354

355 Figure 11 Signal Comparison of (a) Original Invalid Data Before Filter, (b) After Proposed Filter

356 Data that has not been filtered is called original data, while data that has been filtered is 

357 called filtered data. After the calculation process using Kalman Filtering is carried out, each of 

358 these data is used as a new dataset for the evaluation process.
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359 3.4 Evaluation

360 Table 4 The Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) Values

No. RMSE_S1 RMSE_S2 RMSE_S3 … RMSE_S8 MEAN

1 1.8628 1.5409 0.7018 … 1.1289 1.2512

2 0.3353 2.8094 0.5485 … 0.1699 1.1429

3 1.1679 3.2040 0.3031 … 0.8819 1.0701

… … … … … … …

505 0.3032 1.4538 0.1056 … 0.8894 0.8613

506 0.1970 2.8014 1.1004 … 1.3821 1.2243

507 0.1844 3.1504 1.0801 … 1.2859 1.0546

MEAN 0.5082 2.5341 0.7371 … 0.6802 1.0393

361

362 The evaluation process in Kalman Filtering can be done by consistently calculating filter-

363 calculated covariances compared to the actual mean square errors [23]. Table 4 shows an 

364 example of the Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) value obtained from each sensor on every 

365 invalid data that has gone through the filtering process with the Maximum Mean value of all 

366 sensors contained in the data is 1.8802, while the Minimum Mean value is 0.4666. The RMSE 

367 value obtained is quite good even though it still looks quite large, but keep in mind that mixing 

368 the axilla with the smell of perfume and deodorant really interferes with the olfactory process 

369 carried out by the e-nose. While the highest Mean RMSE Sensor value from all data is owned 

370 by S2 with a value of 2.5341, while the lowest Mean RMSE Sensor is owned by S4 with a 

371 value of 0.42908.

372

373 Figure 12 Confusion Matrix During Testing Phase of (a) Original Data, (b) Filtered Data
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374 Furthermore, an evaluation process is carried out with a classification model of infectious 

375 respiratory diseases with proportion 70% of total data for training phase, and 30% for testing 

376 phase. The model used this time is a model that has been previously made using staked DNN 

377 [8]. In this model, five fine-tuned DNN models are used which are obtained from stacked 

378 hyperparameter tuning then, the output of each DNN model becomes the input of the meta-

379 model in the form of a fully connected layer which results in a testing accuracy of 93.4%. 

380 However, it should be noted that here the model development uses data that has been selected 

381 manually and deletes invalid data, so that when the model is tried to predict truly invalid data 

382 directly (without any filtering process), the accuracy decreases.  Figure 12 (a) shows the 

383 Confusion Matrix results from original invalid e-nose data (before filtering method). The 

384 testing accuracy obtained is only 57.52% with a Balance Accuracy (BA) of 62.59%. Then, the 

385 classification process is carried out using data that has been filtered. Figure 12 (b) shows the 

386 Confusion Matrix of the filtered invalid data (after filtering method) with a testing accuracy of 

387 76.47% and Balanced Accuracy Testing of 74.46%. For detailed results from the Training and 

388 Testing data for each original data and filtered data, see Table 5.

389 Table 5 Detailed Results of The Training And Testing Phase

Original Data Filtered Data Improvement
Evaluations

Training Testing Training Testing Training Testing
Sensitivity 0.3306 0.4043 0.6403 0.5821 30.97% 17.78%
Specificity 0.7358 0.8475 0.9023 0.9070 16.65% 5.95%
Precision 0.7455 0.8085 0.8091 0.8298 6.36% 2.13%
F1-Score 0.4581 0.5390 0.7149 0.6842 25.68% 14.52%
Accuracy 0.4520 0.5752 0.7994 0.7647 34.74% 18.95%
Balanced 
Accuracy 0.5332 0.6259 0.7713 0.7446 23.81% 11.87%

390

391 Next, the sampling_id analysis process was carried out which was false and correctly 

392 predicted on the original data and filtered data. From the testing evaluation results that have 

393 been carried out, it was found that there were 65 false data when using original data, but 47 

394 data could be predicted to be true when using the proposed filtering method and could increase 

395 accuracy by 18.95%, and balanced accuracy by 11.865%.

396 Evaluation is also done by looking at the performance of other filtering methods, so that 

397 it can be seen whether the performance of the proposed method is better than the existing 

398 method. Other filtering methods used in the evaluation process include Moving Average 
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399 (MAV) with window = 7, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and Discrete Wavelet Transform 

400 (DWT) with several different thresholds and families. The full results are shown in Table 6.

401 Table 6 Classification Comparisons

Mechanism Filtering 
Methods

Sensit
ivity

Speci
ficity

Precis
ion

F1 
Score

Accur
acy

Balanced 
Accuracy

BA 
Improvement

Original 
Signal 0.331 0.736 0.746 0.458 0.452 0.533 0.00%

Proposed 
Method 0.640 0.902 0.809 0.715 0.799 0.771 23.81%

MVA 0.435 0.885 0.851 0.576 0.614 0.660 12.68%
FFT 0.417 0.877 0.851 0.559 0.588 0.647 11.38%
DWT 
(0.63,DB4) 0.411 0.862 0.830 0.549 0.582 0.636 10.31%

DWT 
(0.63,bior1.3) 0.421 0.879 0.851 0.563 0.595 0.650 11.70%

DWT 
(0.63,coif3) 0.412 0.875 0.851 0.556 0.582 0.644 11.05%

DWT 
(0.63,dmey) 0.417 0.877 0.851 0.559 0.588 0.647 11.38%

DWT 
(0.63,haar) 0.424 0.869 0.830 0.561 0.601 0.646 11.32%

DWT 
(0.63,rbio1.3) 0.417 0.877 0.851 0.559 0.588 0.647 11.38%

Data 
Training

DWT 
(0.63,sym3) 0.423 0.893 0.872 0.569 0.595 0.658 12.46%

Original 
Signal 0.404 0.848 0.809 0.539 0.575 0.626 0.00%

Proposed 
Method 0.582 0.907 0.830 0.684 0.765 0.745 11.87%

MVA 0.435 0.885 0.851 0.576 0.614 0.660 3.41%
FFT 0.417 0.877 0.851 0.559 0.588 0.647 2.11%
DWT 
(0.63,DB4) 0.411 0.862 0.830 0.549 0.582 0.636 1.04%

DWT 
(0.63,bior1.3) 0.421 0.879 0.851 0.563 0.595 0.650 2.43%

DWT 
(0.63,coif3) 0.412 0.875 0.851 0.556 0.582 0.644 1.78%

DWT 
(0.63,dmey) 0.417 0.877 0.851 0.559 0.588 0.647 2.11%

DWT 
(0.63,haar) 0.424 0.869 0.830 0.561 0.601 0.646 2.05%

DWT 
(0.63,rbio1.3) 0.417 0.877 0.851 0.559 0.588 0.647 2.11%

Data Testing

DWT 
(0.63,sym3) 0.423 0.893 0.872 0.569 0.595 0.658 3.19%

402 It can be seen that the performance and increase in Balanced Accuracy (BA) resulting 

403 from the proposed method can be better than other filter methods. In Data Training, the increase 

404 in BA obtained from the proposed method reached 23%, followed by the Moving Average 

405 (MVA) method with an increase in BA of 12.68% from the original data. Meanwhile, during 

406 the testing process, the increase in BA performance from the proposed method reached 11.87%, 

407 followed by the MVA method with an increase in BA of 3.41% from the original data before 
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408 filtering. Details of the performance comparison during the testing process are shown in Figure 

409 13.

410

411 Figure 13 Accuracy Comparison of Other Methods

412 Table 7 Comparison of Invalid Data Accuracy With 6 Classification Methods

CLASSIFIERSMECHANISM
LDA RFC LRC SVC DTC MLP

Original Signal 0.6114 0.5957 0.6134 0.6903 0.5562 0.6824
Proposed Method 0.7751 0.7751 0.7751 0.7929 0.7751 0.7929
MVA 0.5937 0.5917 0.6114 0.6943 0.5306 0.6824
FFT 0.5878 0.6055 0.6174 0.6903 0.5128 0.6844
DWT (0.63, DB4) 0.5562 0.5838 0.6016 0.6903 0.5464 0.6903
DWT (0.63,bior1.3) 0.5680 0.5858 0.5957 0.6903 0.5325 0.6903
DWT (0.63,coif3) 0.5937 0.5996 0.6233 0.6923 0.5483 0.6864
DWT (0.63,dmey) 0.5976 0.5996 0.6213 0.6903 0.5503 0.6844
DWT (0.63,haar) 0.5976 0.5680 0.6154 0.6903 0.4734 0.6884
DWT (0.63,rbio1.3) 0.5917 0.6075 0.5897 0.6903 0.5385 0.6864
DWT (0.63,sym3) 0.5799 0.5937 0.6036 0.6903 0.5641 0.6884

413

414 In addition, the evaluation process is also carried out using other classification methods. 

415 Classification methods used for evaluation include Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), 

416 Random Forest Classifier (RFC), Logistic Regression Classifier (LRC), Support Vector 

417 Classifier (SVC), Decision Tree Classifier (DTC) and Multi-Layer Perception (MLP). Each of 

418 these classification methods is carried out by a hyper parameter tunning process using Gird 

419 Search in order to obtain optimal parameters. The results of these classification methods are 
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420 shown in Table 7. It can be seen that the proposed method is able to produce the highest 

421 accuracy and is quite stable with a minimum value of 77.51% accuracy in the LDA, RFC, LRC, 

422 and DTC classifications, and the highest results reach 79.29% in the SVC and MLP 

423 classification methods. While other signal filtering methods get the highest score of 69.03% 

424 and the lowest accuracy of 47.34%.

425 3.5 Weakness

426 As already explained, Kalman Filtering is an algorithm that runs using continuous 

427 iteration steps, so the more training data, the better the results but with a longer time. In this 

428 study, the proposed method pays attention to each row of e-nose signal data and has its own 

429 reference data centroid considered, so that the resulting time is longer. The consideration of 

430 this reference data is advantageous because the data that is processed is not only based on the 

431 data itself, but also looks at the centroid and reference data that has been given. The more 

432 lacuna data given, the more accurate the results will be, but with a longer duration because 

433 more iterations are needed according to the number of reference data provided. In contrast to 

434 other filtering methods, which only consider the value in the data itself to carry out the filtering 

435 process, so the time required is faster. The results of the calculation of the duration of each 

436 method are shown in Table 8. 

437 Table 8 Comparison of Filtering Method Time Duration

Filtering Methods Execution Time (s)
Proposed Method 17.3939
MVA 0.0331
FFT 0.0373
DWT (0.63,DB4) 0.0330
DWT (0.63,bior1.3) 0.0391
DWT (0.63,coif3) 0.0328
DWT (0.63,dmey) 0.0374
DWT (0.63,haar) 0.0460
DWT (0.63,rbio1.3) 0.0506
DWT (0.63,sym3) 0.0319

438

439 4 Conclusions

440 The proposed filtering method is able to produce a fairly good RMSE, with a maximum 

441 Mean of all sensors contained in the data is 1.8802, while the Minimum Mean value is 0.4666. 

442 While the highest Mean RMSE Sensor value from all data is owned by S2 with a value of 

443 2.5341, while the lowest Mean RMSE Sensor is owned by S4 with a value of 0.4291. When 
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444 using the original data, the testing accuracy obtained is only 57.52% with a Balance Accuracy 

445 (BA) of 62.59%. Meanwhile, when using filtered data, the testing accuracy obtained is 76.47%, 

446 and BA is 74.46%. The proposed method can increase accuracy by 18.95%, and BA by 11.87%. 

447 The proposed method is also tested by other classification methods and able to produce the 

448 highest accuracy with 79.29% in SVC and MLP, while other filtering methods only get the 

449 highest accuracy with 69.03% also in SVC and MLP. However, the proposed method has a 

450 weakness where the calculation process is quite slow. This is because Kalman Filtering works 

451 in an iterative way, which means that the process will continue to run until all the data provided 

452 is processed. The more reference data, the more accurate it will be but the consequence will be 

453 the longer the process.
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